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We introduce and develop topologies whose members are dynamic sets a la 
Zeleny. This development spawns the notions of phase and co-phase spaces, fuzzy 
dual, dynamic dual, and co-fuzzy dual with the following results being obtained: 
Rev& A. The notion of fuzzy dual provides a unifying framework for the diverse 
fuzzihcation schemes of Hutton-Gantner-Steinlage-Warren, Klein, and Lowen. 
Result B. The dynamic duals of the fuzzy real lines are both homeostatic and co- 
heterostatic. Resulr C. The fuzzy real lines, re-interpreted as fuzzy duals of iR with 
the usual Euclidean topology 9, induce on 02, via the notion of co-fuzzy dual, a 
class of canonical, stratilied fuzzy topologies {COF!,},. E.g., if L is a DeMorgan 
algebra and at L’- { 1 }, then the a-compactness of A c Iw w.r.t. COIW, is equivalent 
to the ordinary compactness of A w.r.t. Y; and if L is a Hutton algebra, 
([w, L, COIwL) is metrizable in the sense of Hutton and Erceg with Erceg metric 
d(L) such that d(L) (p,‘, pf ) = )r - sJ (where p, is the crisp point or impulse with 
support r), i.e., d(L) extends the Euclidean metric on Iw. ‘s 1988 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTR~OUCTI~N 
In [42], Zeleny called for workers in fuzzy sets to consider and further 
develop the notion of “context-dependent,” “parametric,” or “dynamic” 
fuzzy subsets of a set: for such a fuzzy subset, the membership value of a 
point of the set is jointly dependent on that point and a parameter 
encoding information which could change with time or “context” indepen- 
dently of that point. The purpose of this paper is to introduce and develop 
the corresponding notion of “parametric” or “dynamic” topologies, and the 
many ideas, examples, and constructions which this notion spawns. 
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More specifically, we do the following in this paper: 
( 1) We give needed preliminaries in Subsection 1.1. 
(2) In Section 2 we develop the notions of dynamic topologies, phase 
and co-phase topologies, fuzzy dual topologies, dynamic dual topologies, 
and co-fuzzy dual topologies. We compute the dynamic duals of the fuzzy 
real lines and show these duals are homeostatic and co-heterostatic. The 
concept of dynamic topologies finds application to ordinary topological 
spaces with the construction of the class of crisp homotopically dynamic 
topologies. Furthermore, we show that the notion of fuzzy dual provides a 
unifying framework for the diverse fuzzilication schemes of Hutton, Klein, 
and Lowen: the redescriptions of the Hutton and Lowen schemes seem 
particularly striking. 
(3) In Section 3 we show that the class of co-fuzzy dual topologies 
{ COlQ,J L on the crisp real line R-these topologies are induced from the 
fuzzy real lines { R(L)},-are canonical in any sense of the term. We do 
this by obtaining the following results; in these results 5 is the usual 
ordinary topology on Iw: 
(i) For 0 E Lb, the following notions coincide: closure in F, fuzzy 
closure [l, S] in CO[w,, cr-closure [27] in COlR, for co 1, E*-closure 
[27] in CO&Y, for CI >O. “Closure” can be replaced by “density” in the 
above statement. 
(ii) The following coincide for a subset of Iw: compactness in 9, 
a-compactness [5] in COlR, for c1 E L"- { 1 }, cc*-compactness [S] in 
CO[w, for nonsup c( E L" - { 0). In the previous statement, the notions of 
cr-compactness, n*-compactness may be replaced by their point-free ver- 
sions [31]. If L is a chain, all the above notions coincide with the ultra- 
fuzzy compactness, strong-fuzzy compactness, fuzzy compactness, and 
weak-fuzzy compactness of [ 191. Finally, H-compactness [ 10, 111 in 
COIW, + C-compactness [ 1,3 11 in COIW, * ordinary compactness in 9. 
(iii) For a subset of R, the following coincide if 0 E Lb: connected- 
ness in Y-, a-connectedness [29] in CO[w, for each CI E L, a*-connectedness 
[29] in COB!, for each u E L - { 1). 
(iv) For each Hutton L, the space ([w, L, COrW,) is metrizable in 
the sense of Hutton and Erceg, Rodabaugh, Sarkar, Lowen, etc., and hence 
possesses a huge array of separation axiom properties. Furthermore, if the 
Erceg metric d(L): L" x Lw + [O, + GO) for COIW, is restricted to Iw x lR 
viewed as a subset of L" x L', it becomes the usual Euclidean or absolute 
value metric. Finally, IR equipped with d(L) is strongly @-complete [35] for 
each c( E L. 
(v) For each chain L, the ordinary operations + and are jointly 
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fuzzy continuous on (Rx R, COR, x COR,). Furthermore, + is, along 
with the appropriate lattice morphisms, a morphism in the categories QU 
and UJ of [35], i.e., is quasi-uniformly and uniformly continuous w.r.t. 
uniformities inducing CON, and COR,xCOlR,. The proofs of these 
results depend on the properties of fuzzy addition @ [30] and fuzzy mul- 
tiplication 0 [34] (we therefore regard 0, Q as dual to +, ., and +, . as 
co-dual to 0, 0, respectively). For each chain L, we may view 
(R, L, COR,) as a fuzzy topological field. 
(vi) The results summarized in (i)-(v) require that we modify 
[w(L) to get a space E(L). Our results show that the spaces {E(L)} L may be 
viewed both as extended fuzzy real lines and fuzzy extended real lines. 
(4) In Section 4 we give some comments and open questions concer- 
ning dynamical systems, fuzzy topological vector spaces, and fuzzy 
topologies on R other than (COR,},. 
Finally, we note that in a future paper [36], we develop methods which 
give alternate proofs of some results of Section 3 and show COR, need not 
be topological in the sense of Lowen [20]. 
1.1. Preliminary Notions 
Generally L is a complete lattice with bounds 0, 1; in the context of the 
fuzzy real lines L is a DeMorgan algebra (complete with order-reversing 
involution c( -+ a’); and in the context of uniform spaces [9, 351, L is a 
completely distributive DeMorgan algebra, i.e., a Hutton algebra. The 
category U (or FUZZ) is defined in [32, 34, 351 and the categories QU, II! 
are defined in [35] (the objects were originally given in [9]); if(f, 4) is a 
candidate for a morphism in T, (f, #)-l(b) = 4-l 0 b of= F; l(b). Our view 
is that U is an appropriate general framework for fuzzy topology: see 
[32,35] and note from [3, 10,321 that U has a categorical product which 
restricts not to Uk. The mappings Gk, GFd), and Gp#) are defined in 
[34, 351: if L and 4 are understood we write G,, for G:L,“), G,, for G(L,“); we 
also sometimes write G, for G, and put T(‘= Gk(r). We write U,wfor %?k 
[32,35], T(L, 4) for %(L, d), etc. The &product topology on U(L, 4) is 
found in [ 34, 353 and is denoted x4. We let S be the hypergraph functor 
and S, the a-level functor [15, 16, 19, 27, 32, 36, 373 and i, denotes the 
identity mapping on X. 
Let (X, L, t)~ IUI, A c X, and CELL. We write p(A) or xA for the 
characteristic function for A from X into L, write a for the constant map 
from X to {M} c L, and put [u has P] z {x E X: u(x) has P}, e.g., 
[u > a] = {x E X u(x) > IX). The notions of a-compactness and a*-com- 
pactness for (X, L, 2) are given in [IS], ultra-fuzzy, strong-fuzzy, fuzzy, 
and weak-fuzzy compactness in [19], point-free versions of CX-, a*-, and 
strong-fuzzy compactness in [31], H-compactness in [ 10, 111, and 
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C-compactness in [ 1, 3 11; the notions of a-connectivity, r*-connectivity, 
and connectivity are given in [29]; the ideas of a-completeness and strong 
a-completeness are given in [35]; and the notions of R- and a*-T, for 
i= 1, 2 and (Y- and u*-YR (the CI- and a*-property) are given in [27, 331, 
to which we add the notion of ET, [a*-T,]-given x fy, 3u~r such that 
either U(X)>CI [aa] and u(y)=O, or u(y)>r [>a] and u(x)=O. The 
collection of fuzzy sets associated with a E Lx and satisfying conditions (i) 
and (ii) of the paragraph following Definition 3.1 of [33] (see Lemma 1 of 
[9], Lemma 2.3 of [35]) is denoted %(a). The suhspace topology [41 J on 
A is denoted r(A) or tA, and a-closure [a*-closure] [27] is denoted 
Cl,[Cl,*]. 
The fuzzy real lines {R(L) } L are defined in [ 5, 81 and fuzzy intervals are 
defined in [30, 33); in addition to R{O, l} = (I.,: rE R} [IS, 8, 301, we also 
need R’(0, 1 } = {A:: rER} and R,{O,l}={p~:r~jW}, wheregenerallyp; 
is the fuzzy point, with support .X E X and value CI E L, defined as being c1 at 
x and 0 on X- {x}. Fuzzy addition @ and fuzzy multiplication 0 were 
defined and developed for R(L) with L a chain in [22, 30, 341. The 
literature on {R(L)}, includes [4, 5, 7-11, 15, 16, 21-25, 27-361. The 
operators a(& tl), 6(3,, a) are given in [27]. 
We make use of the following notations for convenience: if Y [g] is a 
subbasis [basis] for a crisp topology 5, or a (fuzzy) topology r, or a 
(fuzzy) uniformity a, we may write F= ((9)) [(a)], or t = ((9)) 
[(a)], or %!= ((Y)) [(&?)I. The notations L”, Lb, L’ are found in 
r5, 271. 
2. DYNAMIC TOPOLOGIES 
We begin with a defintion; recall that lJ is our current designation of the 
category FUZZ of [32]. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let (Xx T, L, t ) E IBI. Then 5 is a T-dynamic topology 
on X. We also write r = rd( T) and say that (A’, L, td( T)) is a T-dynamic 
(topological) space. Note each &product topology is a dynamic topology, 
but not conversely. 
INTERPRETATION 2.2. The members of zJT) can be viewed as 
parametric or dynamic fuzzy subsets of X A la Zeleny [42]; e.g., if Tc R, 
u E zJT), and (x, t) E Xx T, we may interpret u(x, t) as the membership 
value which x has in the fuzzy subset u at time t. This is the motivation 
behind much of this paper, especially Definition 2.1 above and 
Definition 2.4 below. Before stating Definition 2.4, we give a most impor- 
tant example illustrating Definition 2.1. 
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EXAMPLE 2.3. We construct an R-dynamic topology on R(L) as 
follows: on R(L) x R define 9,9S! by 
Pyn, 1) = A’(t- ) = L,(i), *5qA, t) = I(t+ ) = R,(l) 
and put 
It follows rJ[w) = {O, 1, 9, CA?‘, Y v 9, 9 A W>. The importance of this 
construction will be borne out later. 
DEFINITION 2.4. Let (X, L, rd( T)) be a T-dynamic space, let x E X, t E T, 
and u E sd( T), and put 
U,ELX by u,(x) = 4x, t), U,E L7‘ by u,(t)=u(x, t) 
r,= (u,:u~z,(T)}, T,= (u,: uq,(T)} 
We call r, a phase topology and (X, L, z,) a phase space, and we call t, a 
co-phase topology and (T, L, z,) a co-phase space. We say (X, L, T&T)) is 
&homeostatic for 4 an automorphism of L if 3f, Vt, , r2 E T with t, # t,, 
(f, 4) is a homeomorphism (in 8) of (X, L, r,,) onto (X, L, r,,); a dynamic 
space is homeostatic if it is &homeostatic for 4 = i,. The negation of 
#-homeostatic [homeostatic] is termed &heterostatic [heterostatic]. The 
formulations of “co-homeostatic” and the other “co-definitions” using the 
co-phase topologies are left to the reader. 
EXAMPLE 2.5. In the spirit of Interpretation 2.2, the phase topologies 
(with Tc R) record of changes of the topological structure of X over time 
and so indicate the time-dependent character of a dynamic topology. To 
illustrate, let L= 10, ~L=cI’, l}, X= (x1,x,} with x1 #x,, and T= IR.. Put 
4x,, t)= 
i 
1, tC(-oo,O)u(l, +m) 
c( 
, tE F411 
tE(-qO)u(l, +co) 
tE co, 11 
v = u’, TATI = (<iu, ul>>. 
Then (X, L, r,) is cc-Hausdorff [27] for t E (-co, 0) u (1, + cc) but is not 
cl-Hausdorff for t E [0, 11. Hence we further note (X, L, z,(R)) is 
heterostatic (there is only one automorphism q5 in this case); it is also co- 
homeostatic. 
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EXAMPLE 2.6. In contrast to Example 2.5. if 4, # bz and IL] B 3, there 
are dynamic spaces which are both $,-homeostatic and q4,-heterostatic. Let 
aeL- {O, I}, 4, '(z)#dZ '(a); put 8, =#, ‘(a) and PI=& I(r). Put 
X= {x}, T= {t,, tz} with t, #fZ, u: Xx T-t L by U(X, tr)=B,, 
U(X, f?) = c(, zJT) = (0, 1, u}. Then r,, = (0, 1, p, }, T,; = (0, 1, cz}. Com- 
putations show that if j? X+X (i.e., f(x) =x), then (f, 4,) ‘(a) = fl,, 
(f; 4M,)=a, but (A ~J’@)=8&.r~. 
EXAMPLE 2.7. In contrast to both Examples 2.5 and 2.6, the space 
([w(L), L, rd(R)) constructed in Example 2.3 above is 
(1) homeostatic; 
(2) “weakly #-homeostatic” for each q4 E Auto (L) in the following 
sense: Vt r, t,, t, # t,, 3J (f, 4) is a homeomorphism. 
(3) co-&heterostatic for each 4 E Auto (L). 
To prove (2), let 4: L -P L be an automorphism of L and t, < t2. Note 
70 = K (Z, 7 %?r, > >> = 4C &,> R,, I>> and similarly T, ,  = ({ (L,,, R,,} )). 
Detinej Iw(L) --* IX(L) byf(A) = p, where for each t, p(t) = d(A(t - tz + t,)). 
Straightforward computations reveal that (f, 4)- ‘&)=L,* 
CL b)-‘UC,) = R,,, (fi 4)(-L,) = L,,, (f, #)(R,,) =R,,. To prove (3) for 
IL/ 2 3, we prove the following statement: if q5 is any automorphism 
of L and f is any map f: R -+ R, then 31, p E k!(L) such that 
(S, 4): (R, L, 7J + (R, L, zl,) is not continuous. To see this, let 
CXEL- (0, I} and put 
1=1, 
t<f(l) 
f(l)<t<f(l)+l 
f(l)+lct. 
Note Tj. = (0, 1, P”, 9?)., ~j, v .%?A, ~j, A 9,) and SO each member of pi” at 1 
has value 0 or 1. But 
(“A ~)-‘(~~)(l)=~-‘(~~(f(l))) 
=4-'Mf(l)+)) 
=&'(a)$ (0, 1). 
So CL 4)-‘(4,) 4 7,; hence (f, 4) is not continuous. The proof of (3) when 
1 LI = 2 is immediate from (1). 
DISCUSSION 2.8. Example 2.7(2) indicates that each L with IL1 > 3 
induces a topologically diverse collection of (L-fuzzy) co-phase topologies 
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on R, namely {r,: ;1~ R(L)). One might therefore conjecture that the sup 
of these co-phase topologies, V {r,: d E R(L)}, should be a rich topology 
on Iw and exhibit many canonical properties. This is in fact the case; 
indeed, we have reserved all of Section 3 to study this topology and 
demonstrate its canonicity. We now name this topology: for each L 
(including IL1 =2) we put COR,=V (2,: 1~ R(L)). Note if IL1 = 2, 
COR,= Gpsj (usual ordinary topology on R), i.e., COR, is the usual 
ordinary topology on [w for L = (0, 1). Also note that the sup of the phase 
topologies on R(L), V { 7,: t E R}, is precisely the original Hutton topology 
z(L) on R(L). All of this might suggest R(L) and R are duals in certain 
respects, but we are getting ahead of ourselves. 
EXAMPLE 2.9. The last class of examples of this subsection are from 
ordinary topology. In keeping with Definition 2.1 applied with L = (0, 1 }, 
an ordinary dynamical (topological) space is a couple (X, FJ T)) where 
&(T) is an ordinary topology on Xx T. A naturally arising subclass of 
such spaces are what might be called “homotopically-dynamic spaces”, 
which we now define. Let X be a nonempty set, T = I( = [0, l]), d, e be 
metrics on X bounded by 1, and N: (Xx X) x Z -+ Z be a map satisfying: 
(1) H( 7 > t) is a metric on X for each t E I; 
(2) H( , ,O)=d, H( , , l)=e; and 
(3) letting N(x, t, E) be the E - nbhd of x in the metric H( , , t), 
letting 
letting 
be a topology on Xx Z, letting F be the sup of the phase topologies 
induced from &(Z), i.e., F = V {K: t E I), and letting X be topologized by 
Y and Z have the usual topology, then H is continuous. 
We call (X, &(I)) a homotopicafly-dynamic (topological) space. We state 
a few elementary results; most details are omitted. 
Claim I. (Xx Z, Fd(Z)) is preuniformizable in the sense of Tukey and 
uniformizable in the sense of Bourbaki. 
Claim II. Let H( , , t) = (1 - t) dt te. 
(i) H satisfies conditions (l)-(3) above. 
(ii) Fd(Z)=({U(x,e.):x~X, e>O}). 
Claim III. Let H( , , t) = (1 - t) d + te. The following are equivalent: 
0) ff(,, t) is equivalent to d for each t; 
409/131/l-3 
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(ii) H( , , 1) is equivalent to e for each t; 
(iii) H( , , t) is equivalent to d for some t E (0, I ); 
(iv) H( , , t) is equivalent to e for some t E (0 1); 
(v) d is equivalent to e; 
(vi) (X, z,(Z)) is homeostatic. 
The only detail of proof we mention concerns II( we show that given 
(2, t) E U(x, E) n U(y, 6), there is 4: > 0, U(z, 0 c V(x, E) n V(y, 6). Three 
cases are required: 
Case 1. t E (0, 1). It suffices to have i; satisfy the inequality 
O<t</\ (E-H( z, x, f), 6 -WY, z, t),(G)(f - t2), (V2)(f - f’,>. 
Case 2. t =O. Using the continuity of H, 31 satisfying 
Od4{~/2,~/2}, H(z,w,O)<i *H(x, w,O)<s/2 and H(y, w,O)<6/2 
for each w  E A’. Fix a w  E X satisfying H(z, w, 0) < [ (e.g., w  = z). Using the 
continuity of H, If0 E (0, I), W, w, to) < i, ffk w, to) < @, 
H( y, w, to) < S/2. It follows that z E N( w, t,, 0, x E N( w, t,,, e/2), and 
so ZEN4 to, r+@)CN(x, to, E), i.e., (z, to) E U(x, E). Similarly, 
(z, to) E U(y, 6). Now apply Case 1. 
Case 3. t = 1. Symmetric obviously to Case 2. 
For the sake of completeness, we state the following definition and 
proposition. 
DEFINITION 2.10. The category D. 
I. Objects: of the form (X, L, TJT)) as in Definition 2.1. 
II. Morphisms: of the form (fx 6, d), where 
(fxh 4)EHomd(X, x T,, L, TATS)), 0’2~ T2, L2, TV)) 
III. Composition of morphisms: (fx S, 4) 0 (g x [, Ic/) = ((fog) x 
(~003 bok+). 
PROPOSITION 2.11. D is a category and may be identified with a sub- 
category of U via (X, L, td( T)) + (Xx T, L, TV); this subcategory is not 
quasi-full, hence not full. 
2.1. Fuzzy Duals 
In order to apply the notion of a dynamic topology to developing the 
notions of “dynamic dual” and “co(-fuzzy) dual,” we need the idea of a 
“fuzzy dual.” The fuzzy dual is of interest in its own right since it provides a 
unifying framework for several quite diverse schemes for fuzzifying or 
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extending a given ordinary topological space to a fuzzy topological space; 
in particular, the Hutton fuzzitication (actually the Hutton-Gantner- 
Steinlage-Warren fuzzitication) [5, 81, the Klein fuzzitication [ 15, 161, and 
the Lowen fuzzifications [24,25] are all fuzzy duals in various ways. 
DEFINITION 2.1.1. Let T be a nonempty set, let X be a nonempty subset 
of LT, and let 9 = {je Ii; be a nonempty subset of (L’)“. For each 
QE X, for each TV T, put z&u) ‘j&u)(t). Then (uT}~~,,, c Lx. Put 
ra= <{u:‘)~~,~,)). Then (A’, L, ZJE (U( and tf is the canonical 
(L, JJ)-topology; we call (X, L, TV) a fuzzy dual of T- we often write 
X= T(L). Now put %‘=fu {~,:cIELJ, where ja:X+ LT by jJa)(t)=cc 
for each a and t; the reader can verify that (z(‘)~ = (ra)‘. 
DIscusstoN 2.1.2. Note that in Definition 2.1.1, $ is not necessarily 
induced from some ordinary topology on T. In the results below, we show 
that f is sometimes so induced, % is sometimes not so induced, and that 
we may have rf, = zd2 even though $I # gP,. When should we regard a fuzzy 
dual as a “fuzzy topological dual” of an ordinary topological space? Our 
view is that the criterion should not be that J@ is necessarily generated from 
an ordinary topology. Let (T, Y) be an ordinary topological space and 
(X, L, ra ) be a fuzzy dual of T: 
(1) (X, L, T/) is a fuzzy topological dual of (T, 9) if there is an 
injection h: T -+ X, 
zJh( T)) = G?“‘(F). 
(2) (X, L, t.a) is a stratifiedfuzzy topological dual of (T, Y) if there is 
an injection h: T-r X, 
ea((Z-))= Glf,“‘(cT). 
PROPOSITION 2.1.3. Let L be arbitrary, T be a nonempty set, and X be a 
nonempty subset of LT. Zf (A’, L, z) E IU 1, then (X, L, t) is a fuzzy dual of T. 
Proof Let t= {I+)~. For each index <, UEX, and t E T, put 
c?/(t) =_ I;&u;. Now put f = {j,},. Then u:(u) = j&u)(t) = u&u). Thus 
f (&I)- ug 53 so Tf = T. I 
Remark 2.1.4. The point of Proposition 2.1.3 is pedagogic: the notion 
of a fuzzy dual is interesting in itself only when we have specific information 
about L and/or T which enables us to make a more discriminating choice 
of the collection 1, i.e., reduce the size of J. Moreover, the size of J is a 
rough measure of the generality of the construction of the fuzzy dual. We 
further illustrate these points using the four fuzzifications mentioned earlier. 
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PROPOSITION 2.1.5. For any L, the Hutton ((Gantner-Steinlage- Warren) 
juzztjication [S, 81 yields fuzzy topological duals, with 131 = 2, of 52 or any 
interval equipped with the usual ordinary topology. 
Proof: We show only the case for II!. Put T= IR, A’= Iw(L) interpreted a 
la [22] as a subset of L’. Let j,,jZ: R(L) + LR by 
j,(l)(t)=R’(t-) 
j,(ij(tj=i(t+ j 
and put 2 = {j, ,j,}. Then 
u:(A) =j,(A)(t) = i’(t- ) = L,(1) 
u:(A) =j,(;l)(t) = A(t-t- ) = R,(A). 
Hence z(L)= (((L,, R,},)) = (({u:, uf}[)) = rY. It is well known that the 
embedding condition of Discussion 2.1.2( 1) is satisfied. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.1.6. For any L, the strat$cation of the Hutton dual yields 
strattfiedfirzzy topological duals of any interval of 03 equipped with the usual 
topology, with IfI = IL/ +2 for L finite and 141 = IL/ for L infinite. 
Proof: Given the f of the proof of Proposition 2.1.5, the desired 
collection for Proposition 2.1.6 is 2”. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.1.7. For any L, the Klein fuzzfication [15, 161 yields 
fuzzy duals for ordinary topological spaces having jmitely many components; 
f has the cardinality of the canonical base of the Klein topology. These 
fuzzy duals are fuzzy topological duals if the ordinary space is further 
assumed to be T, and the complement of each point relative to its component 
is connected. 
Proof Let T be the ordinary space. Put X= T(L) interpreted as a 
subset of LT. For each A and T, put 
.i,da)(t) = G,(a) 
and put I= {j,},. Computations show that r(L)= ( (GA}A) = 
<wL4,r)>=*f~ The embedding condition of Discussion 2.1.2( 1) is 
proved in [16]. 1 
Remark 2.1.8. Recall [16] that the Klein fuzzification is a 
generalization of the Hutton fuzzitication. 
PROPOSITION 2.1.9. For L = I, the Lowen fuzzzpcation [24] yields a 
fuzzy dual, with 121 = 1, for the set of all Bore1 subsets of any ordinary 
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separable metric space; the separable metric space can be embedded in this 
fuzzy dual. 
Proof Let Z be a separable metric space, g(Z) be the set of all Bore1 
subsets of 3, A’(Z) be the set of all probability measures on &J(Z), F be 
the ordinary topology on Z (induced by the metric), and L = I. Put 
T= g(Z), X= A(Z), and note XC LT. Let j: X+ LT by 
j(a)(t) = 
i 
4th te.F 
o 
9 tqs 
for each t E T. Put f = (j}. Then rd = (( (u,: t E T) )), where 
u[(a)=j(a)(t). Now the Lowen topology constructed in [24] is 
(({u,: tcF))) which is clearly the same as r/. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.1.10. In Proposition 2.1.9, replace “separable metric” by 
“linearly ordered topological”; this is the Lowen fuzzification [25]. 
Proof. We modify the proof of Proposition 2.1.9. Let Z be a linearly 
ordered topological space, CAY(Z) be the set of all Bore1 subsets of Z, g(Z) 
be the set of all Radon probability measures on g(Z), F be the ordinary 
topology on Z induced by the order, and L = I. Put T = $#(Z), X= S(Z), 
Y= ((-co,z), (z, +co): ZEZ} theusualsubbasefor F, and noteXcL? 
Let i: X + LT by 
4th 
j(a)(t) = o 
L 
teY 
t49 
foreachtET.Puty={j}. 1 
We close this subsection with a result which says that under certain 
conditions, the notion of a fuzzy dual induces a contravariant functor from 
SET into T. When specific fuzzy dual constructions are considered, better 
functors become available [ 16,401. 
PROPOSITION 2.1 .l 1. Let L be any latice, let T, , T, be sets, and let X, , 
X, be nonempty subsets of LT1, LT2, resectively, (X,, L, TV,) and (X,, L, za2) 
be fuzzy duals of T, , T2 respectively with X = { j, )<, $z = { j, }, , qi be an 
automorphism of L, and (f, 4))’ ( X2 map X, into X,. Finally suppose V<, 
%j,o(f, 41-j I X2=(.L d)-‘ojq. Then ((f, 41-l I X2, 6’): (X2, L, ~~~2) -+ 
(X, , L, T#,) is a morphism m P. 
Proof: Let uf E zbl. There is q such that jCo(f,$)-’ (X,=(f,d)-‘oj,. 
Let a E X2. Note 
j&CL 4)-‘(a)) = (jto(.L 91-l I X2)(a) 
= ((f, 4)-’ o&)(a) 
= ((A 16)-Y.&(a))) 
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2.2. Dynamic Duals 
Let Tt X 9, {u:‘)~~,~, be as in Definition 2.1.1 so that (X, L, z~) is a fuzzy 
dual of T. Let (a, t) E X x T and put 
U&a, t) = u;(a). 
Put C(T)= <<(u&9. 
DEFINITION 2.2.1. We say z$( T) is the ((T, L, J)- ) dynamic topofogy 
on X; we say (X, L, s{(T)) is a dynamic dual of (X, L, 7,). 
PROPOSITION 2.2.2. (R(L), L, T~( R)) of Example 2.3 is the dynamic dual 
of R(L) with the $ of the proof of Proposition 2.1.5. Using the same j, 
dynamic duals may be analogously constructed for any fuzzy interval. 
PROPOSITION 2.2.3. For any L, T, X, and #, rf’( T) = [tf( T)]: 
COROLLARY 2.2.4. (R(L), L, z;(R)) is the dynamic dual of R’(L) with 
f” from f of the proof of Proposition 2.1.5. Analogous statements hold for 
the other stratified fuzzy intervals. 
2.3. Co(-fuzzy) Duals 
The main idea is given in 
DEFINITION 2.3.1. Let (X, L, z{(T)) be a dynamic dual of (X, L, z/) 
(a la Definition 2.2.1, and let 
co-t/=V {[T,~(T)].:uEX) 
be the supremum of the co-phase topologies on T from the dynamic 
topology z{(T); co-r/ is the co-fuzzy topology on T and (T, L, CO-T/) is 
the co(-fuzzy)-dual of (X, L, ~,kwe often write COT, for co-rg. 
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Remark 5.1. The co-dual can be an important technique for generating 
rich topologies on the set T, cf. Example 2.7(2), Discussion 2.8, and 
Section 3. However, nothing new is created by taking the supremum of the 
phase topologies on X. Indeed we have 
PROPOSITION 2.3.2. V (z{(T)],: TV T} =T/. 
3. A CLASSOF CANONICAL FUZZY TOPOLOGIESFOR THECRISP REAL LINE [w 
In the language of Section 2, we have for each L. that Iw(L) with the 
canonical (fuzzy) topology r (or zZ) is a fuzzy dual of R, R(L) x If8 with the 
induced dynamic topology rd (or rf (R)) is the dynamic dual of R(L), and 
Iw with the co-fuzzy topology COR, is the co-fuzzy dual (or co-dual) of 
R(L). Thus Section 2 induces for each L a natural (fuzzy) topology on R, 
namely COIW,. It is the purpose of this section to study these co- 
topologies: we show they have very many natural and standard properties, 
thus justifying their being viewed as canonical (fuzzy) topologies for R. 
For convenience, (Iw, L, COIW,) is denoted by (Iw, COIW,) or even Iw (if 
context permits). We let Y be the usual ordinary (or crisp) topology on R; 
we also denote (R, 5) by R if context permits. Subspaces are presumed 
nonempty. Note 
and recall R{O, ~}=(L,:YER}, rW’(0, 1}= {3L~:rE[W}, and [w,{O, l}= 
{ pt : r E [w 1. References for previous definitions and ideas used in this section 
are given in Section 1. 
To adequately study the co-duals of the fuzzy real lines, it is necessary to 
first introduce a new class of canonical topological spaces, namely the 
extended fuzzy real Iines. For each L, consider 
{p E L’: p is a monotone decreasing} 
and extend to this set the same equivalence relation, conventions regarding 
this relation, partial ordering, topology, and arithmetic operations 0, 0 of 
[30,34] (for L a chain) as are defined on [w(L). Denote this space by E(L) 
and note Iw(L) $ E(L). The topology on Et(L) is still denoted by r and the 
dynamic topology on E(L) x Iw by r d; however, the corresponding co-dual 
topology on [w is denoted by COIE,. Note 
Because the general theories of r, 0, and Q developed for the fuzzy real 
lines depend in no essential way on the boundary conditions 
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,I(( - co) + ) = 1, I.( ( + m) - ) = 0, virtually each theorem about the fuzzy 
real lines holds true for the extended fuzzy real lines; in particular, we note 
for future reference that the fundamental identities of @ and 0 hold for 
E(L) (when L is a chain). But there is more: it is not difficult to show that 
[E(L) is homeomorphic to I(L) in TT (using 4 = iL) and so E(L) has various 
types of compactness, etc.; and [E(L) is order-complete (while R(L) is con- 
ditionally order-complete). It is not inappropriate therefore to also denote 
E(L) by [ - co, + co](L) and speak of it as the fuzzy extended reaf line. 
One further preliminary comment. As the reader works through the 
following subsections, the question might arise-is @OR, topological for 
each L in the sense of Lowen [20]? The answer given in a follow-up paper 
[36] is generally no. 
Finally, we now list those results of the following subsections requiring L 
to be a Hutton algebra (i.e. a completely distributive DeMorgan algebra): 
3.1.3, 3.1.4, 3.15, 3.1.7, 3.1.13, 3.1.15, 3.1.16 of Subsection 1; all of Subsec- 
tion 2; 3.3.2, 3.3.4, 3.3.5 of Subsection 3; all results of Subsection 4 except 
3.4.3, 3.45, 3.4.17(2, 4); all of Subsection 5; and a fortiori all of Subsec- 
tion 6 (since L is assumed a complete DeMorgan chain). To keep the 
exposition uncluttered, these results will not state this requirement in their 
hypotheses. 
3.1. Elementary Properties of (Iw, COrW,) 
Remark 3.1.1. The relationship between CO/R, and COIE, is fun- 
damental and used repeatedly in each subsection (often in the guise of 
Corollary 3.1.4). This relationship is given by 
THEOREM 3.1.2. For each L, COIW, = COIE,. 
Proof That COR, c COE, is trivial. Now let p E [E(L) and for each 
nE N put 
1 
1, t< --n 
nYt) = p(t), -n<t<n 
0, t > n, 
/A” = 1, E R{O, 1). 
Then 
i 
0, td -n 
Yi”(t)= p’(t-)=qt), -n<t<n 
1, t>n 
BP”(t)= :, 
i 
t<n 
2 t 2 n. 
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It follows that 
So 9” E COR,. By a similar argument, g0 E CO48,. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.1.3. Let L and d c E(L) be given. Then 
(1) /j {S$:/xE}, v {d;p::C1~}E{~~:pE[E(L)}. 
(2) A {2ypLd}, v {~~:~E~TQ)E(~:p~[E(L)}. 
Proof On [w put 
Then p E E(L) and A (5$: p E cc4) = Zp. The other inclusions are 
established similarly. 1 
COROLLARY 3.1.4. For each L, all of the following coincide: 
COR,, ((2% A BP: A, /J E ML)} >, ((g A go: P, CTE W)} >, COE,. 
Proof. Theorem 3.1.2 and Proposition 3.1.3. 1 
Remark 3.15 Corollary 3.1.4 is a very useful application of 
Theorem 3.1.2; in particular the identity 
coIw,=({~,A~~:~,~~E(L)}) 
cannot be established without using Theorem 3.1.2. 
THEOREM 3.1.6. For each L, G,(T) c COR,, i.e., COR, is stratified. 
Proof: Recall 
G,(T) = G,(F) v (a: a EL}. 
Let r E (w. Then it follows 
%,= X(r.+‘m), ~&=x(-,,,,. 
Thus G,(F) = (((T’,, gA,: rER}))cCOR,. Now let aeL and put ~=a. 
Then p E lE(L) and 91?p E CODB, (Theorem 3.1.2). But 9$, = a.. 1 
In [36] we show that generally the inclusion of Theorem 3.1.6 does not 
reverse. 
COROLLARY 3.1.7. Let L be orthocomplemented and A c [w be an interval 
with (Al > 2. Consider the following topologies as lattices: (t, v , A, < ) on 
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R(L), (F, u, n, c) on R, und (COR,. v, A, 6) on R. Then 
(z, v, A, 6) und (.F, v, n, c) can he embedded (us lattices) in 
(COR,, v, A, <I. 
Proqf: Let 4: 5 -+ F be the isomorphism given by Theorem 3.1 of [S], 
and let tj: .F -+ G,(F) be the isomorphism inducing G,. Because of 
Theorem 3.1.6, the needed embeddings are II/ 0 4, $ respectively. 1 
COROLLARY 3.1.8. For each L and each A c R with JA 1 3 2, 
(A, COR,(A)) is suitable [28]; ci fortiori, (A, COR,(A)) is a-suitable 
[a*-suitable] [29] for each a EL - { 1) [a EL]. 
DEFINITION 3.1.9. Let Y(L) be the fuzzy topological dual of Y, A c Y, 
A(L) be the fuzzy topological dual of A (it is equipped with the subspuce 
topology from Y(L)), and CO Y,(A) be the subspuce topology on A from 
( Y, CO Y,). We say the following diagram commutes ijf COA, = CO Y,(A). 
Y(L) 
co-dual 
- (Y,COY,) 
I 
I 
subspace 
subspace 
A(L) 
(4 COY,@ )) 
co-dual , 
(A, COA,) 
THEOREM 3.1.10. Let L be given and let Y = R or E in the diagram for 
3.1.9. Then for each nonempty subinterval A of R or E, the diagram for 3.1.9 
commutes. 
Proof: Because of Theorem 3.1.2, the extended case follows from the 
non-extended case. Let A be a nonempty subinterval of [w. Recall 
COA,= ((~j, IA, ~~1 A: SEA))) 
CO~~,(A)=(((~IA,~IA:REIW(L)})) 
so that COA, c COR,(A). The reverse inclusion is more delicate. Let 
a = A A and b = V A. We distinguish several cases. 
Case 1. u= -00, b= + 00. In this case A(L)= R(L). 
Case 2. UE A, b = + co. Let A E R(L). It suffices to show .YA ( A, 
%‘A ) AECOA,. Put 
p(t) = 
{ 
1, t<u 
1, t<a 
4th t>a’ 
p(t) = 
i 
nyu- ), u<t<a+l 
0, t>a+1. 
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Then p, ,u E A(L). Immediately B?A 1 A = 9$, 1 A E COA,. Furthermore, 
I 
1, t-CL2 
9Jt)= n’(a-)=~~~(a), a<t<a+l 
0, t>a+l; 
-q(t) = 
i 
0 t<a 
A’(t-) = ZJt), t > a. 
Since Yip is a nondecreasing function of t, it follows that 
Case 3. - cc = a, A 3 b. Symmetric to Case 2. 
Case 4. a, 6, E A. Method of proof is the obvious combination of 
methods of cases 2 and 3. 
Case 5. - cc < a 4 A. Let il E R(L) and let { t, jn be a strictly decreasing 
sequence in A, t, -+ a+. Put 
A”(t) 
{ 
1 t<t,, p”(t)= :, 
i 
t < t, 
= 4th t> t,, > t> t,. 
For each n, A”, @‘E A(L). Now it follows 
so that 
Now 
t6 t, 
t>t,; 
t < t, 
tat,; 
so that 
Thus 
(-qPAgP(t))= ;;t+)=R(t) 
{ 
t<t,, 
1 7 t>t,. 
Case 6. A + b < + co. Symmetric to Case 5. 1 
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COROLLARY 3.1.11. For each L und each nonempty interval A c R, 
Go,,(~T(A 1) = COA ,, . Hence, jbr each L, each interval subspace of R(L) 
induces a stratITied co-topology on its co-dual space. 
Proof: Since G,,,(y) = COR,t then G,,,(y(A)) c CORdA) = 
COAL. 1 
LEMMA 3.1.12. The following hold for A and R equipped with COR, : 
(1) Cl,.(A) ccl,(A) c Cl,(A) ifa<B. 
(2) Cl,(A)cCI,*(A) ifa<fl. 
Proof: Trivial. fl 
THEOREM 3.1.13. Let A c R equipped with COR, and assume OE Lb. 
Then 
(1) for each rx< 1, CI,(A)=A in (R, Y); 
(2) for each c( > 0, Cl,.(A) = A in (R, Y); 
(3) z (in R, COR,)) = xA (where 2 is taken in (R, Y)). 
Proof: For (l), let tl< 1, let t E Cl,(A), and let (a, b) 3 t. Then 
(9>., A 52).,)(t)= 1 >a. So (& A &?J,n)(~) = 1. Thus SE (a, b). This shows 
Cl,(A)cA. Now let t$Cl,(A). Then there is UECOR, such that u(t)>0 
and u = 0 on A. Now because of Corollary 3.1.4, there are A, p E R(L) such 
that 
0 < (=% * Bp)(t) G u(t) 
(2q A W,) ( A =o. 
Then for each s E A, one of the following must hold, since 0 E Lb: 
sQa(&O)<t<b(p,O) 
a@, 0) < t < h(p, 0) d s. 
It follows (a@, O), b(P, 0)) n A = 0, so t $ A. Hence Ac Cl,(A) c Cl,(A) 
(Lemma 3.1.12(l)). 
For (2), let CI > 0. The proof that Cl,.(A) cA is analogous to that for 
CI,(A)cA of (1) and is omitted (note (1) and Lemma3.1.12(1) do not 
apply here for c1= 1). Finally, from ( 1) and Lemma 3.1.12(2) comes 
Ac Cl,(A) I= Cl,*(A). 
Before proving (3), we make two obervations. First note from (2) that 
6= A = Cl,.(A), i.e., 2 is 1 *-closed. This implies 
(0,) ~2 is closed in (II%, COR,). 
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Second, we claim that if u E COR, and u d xrw --A, then u = 0 on 
6: if t E 2 - A and u(t) > 0, there are I, p E R(L) such that 
O< (gA A S?,J(t)<u(t), so a(n, 0) <t <Q/J, 0); there is SEA such that 
u(~,O)<S<~(C~,O), SO O<(~j. A ~~)(s)~u(s); but ~(~)~~XR--(S)=O, 
a contradiction. This claim implies 
(0,) If k is closed fuzzy set in (R, COR,) such that X, <k, then 
xa<k. 
To prove (3) recall iA = /j {k: k closed, xA <k}. From (0,) 0,) follows 
the inequality 
2~ < /j {k: k closed, xA 6 k) 
G/j {Xe:Xeclosed, AcB} 
which completes the proof that iA = xn. 1 
DEFINITION 3.1.14. Let (X, L,z)EIU\, acLX, and c1>0 [a<l]. We 
say a is dense in Xif a= 1 on X, and X is ct- [cl*-I fuzzy separable if it has a 
dense fuzzy subset a such that [a > [ > ] cr’] is countable. Let A c X and 
ct -c 1 [a>O]. We say A is a- [a*-] dense in X if Cl,(A) [Cl,.(A)] =X, 
and if c( > 0 [a < 11, X is c(- [a*-] separable if it has an LZ- [a*-] dense, 
countable subset. 
COROLLARY 3.1.15. rf0 E Lb, the following hold: 
(1) For A c [w, the following conditions are equivalent: A is closed in 
(Iw, Y), A is cc-closed in ([w, COIW,) for each a < 1, A is a-closed for some 
a < 1, A is a*-closed for each CI > 0, A is cc*-closedfor some a > 0, and x,, is 
a closedfuzzy set in (If& COllX,). 
(2) The conditions of (I) remain equivalent if the word “closed” is 
replaced in each condition by the word “dense.” 
(3) (Iw, CO&!,) end each subspace are a- [a*-] fuzzy separable and 
cx- [a*-] separable for each a> 0 [a < 11. 
Remark 3.1.16. ( 1) For each L with 0 E Lb, all notions of closure in 
fuzzy topology are equivalent to the classical notion in (R, COR,). 
(2) There are related degrees of fuzzy separability and separability: 
the smaller the degree (as a member of L), the stronger the fuzzy 
separability and separability. 
(3) Consider the following two statements assuming 0 E Lb and 
OLE L”: 
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(i) Cl,(Q)= {rE R: u E COR and U(Y) > c1 imply u(q) > 0 for some 
qEQ)=RifO<dl<l. 
(ii) Cl,.(Q)= {TE R: UECOR, and u(v)2 cc imply u(q)3cc for 
some qEQe)=[W ifa>O. 
Now (i) is true using both Theorem 3.1.13(l) and the obvious 
modifications of its proof. But both equalities of (ii) are generally false even 
though Cl,*(Q) = R. The problem with (ii) is that the middle set is defined 
using only one level (a-level). This furnishes one justification of the two- 
level definitions of Cl, and Cl,, (and also of IY - T,, a - T,, a - T,, CI - $R, 
a-connectedness, etc. of [27, 29, 31, 331). Of course, another justification 
of two-level definitions is that they are categorically strict generalizations 
of their crisp (or classical) counterparts while one-level definitions are not 
(cf. Section 3 of [27]). 
3.2. Compactness Axioms 
Let A c R. When we speak of A being compact, we mean A is compact 
in the sense of ordinary topology with respect to Y (or f(A)); when we 
speak of A satisfying a compactness condition normally associated with 
fuzzy topology, we mean A has this condition with respect to COR, (or 
COOB,(A) or COA,) for some lattice L. 
THEOREM 3.2.1. Let A c Iw. The following are equivalent for any lattice 
L: 
(1) A is compact. 
(2) A is cc-compactfor each @EL”-- (l}. 
(3) A is cl-compact for some M EL” - { 1). 
(4) A is or*-compact for each CI E L” - (0 > such that a is nonsup. 
(5) A is a*-compact for some a EL” - {O} such that u is nonsup. 
Proof. Of course (2) =z= (3) and (4) * (5) are trivial. For (1) * (2) it 
suffices to show that each cc-shading of A by basic open sets of COR, 
reduces. So let (Y), A z%?~}(~.,~) be an a-shading of A. For each t E A, 
3(1’, ,u’), (YAr A 2$,,)(t) > a. It follows that L&(t) > LX, R,,(t) > a, so that 
a(,l’, ~1) < t < b($, a). Thus A is covered by ((a(n’, IX), b(,u’, IX)): t E A}. Since 
A is compact, this cover reduces to a subcover, say to {(a(ni, c1), 
b(p’, v.)): i = l,..., n]. We let the reader justify that 
(LPAn A BP,: i= 1, . . . . n> 
is the required a-subshading. To show that (3) = (l), let A be a-compact 
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for some aELL’- (1) and let (( uy, b,)}, be an open cover of A. It can be 
shown that for each y 
and hence it follows that {TA,;, A !B).+ }, is an a-shading of A by basic 
open sets; which a-shading reduces to an a-subshading, say, 
{Lz,“, A 5e,,: i= 1, . ..) n}. The required subcover is {(a,, bi): i= 1, . . . . H}. The 
proofs of (1) * (4) and (5) * (1) are similar and omitted. 1 
THEOREM 3.2.2. Let A c R. The following are equivalent for any chain L: 
(1) A is compact. 
(2) A is ultra-fuzzy compact. 
(3) A is strongly fuzzy compact. 
(4) A is fuzzy compact. 
(5) A is weakly fuzzy compact. 
Proof Of course (2) 3 (3) +- (4) * (5) are trivial for L a chain (see [19, 
31 I). For (1) 3 (2), it suffices to show A is compact (in ordinary sense) as 
a subspace of R equipped with the ordinary topology 
X{[%. A ~~>al:I,~LE[W(L),ccEL-(l}})). 
Let A have an open covering from this topology; the Alexander subbase 
lemma allows us to assume it is of the form 
Just as in (1) Z. (2) of Theorem 3.2.1, this cover induces a cover of A from 
.Y of the form 
which reduces to a subcover: this subcover induces the needed subcover of 
A from {J% A %I > a)v.,r,or). The proof of (5) = (1) is virtually identical to 
that of (3) * (1) of Theorem 3.2.1 and is omitted. 1 
COROLLARY 3.2.3. The following statements hold 
(1) In Theorems 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, “a-compact,” “a*-compact,” and 
“strongly fuzzy compact” may be replaced by “(pf, a)-compact,” 
“(pf, or)*-compact,” and “pf-strongly fuzzy compact,” respectively. 
(2) Under the hypothesis of Theorem 3.2.2 all the compactness 
conditions listed in Theorems 3.2.1 and 3.2.2, and statement (1) above are 
equivalent to compactness (in the ordinary sense) in (W, 5). 
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(3) Local a-compactness in the sense of [ 51 and local r-compactness 
in the sense of [27] are both equivalent to local compactness in (KY, 2-) &or 
each MEL’-(1) fOeLh. 
Proof: Statement (1) is immediate from the theorems above and 
Remark 11.2.1 of 1311. Statement (2) is trivial. Statement (3) follows from 
Theorem 3.1.13 and Theorem 3.2.1. a 
PROPOSITION 3.2.4. Let A c R. Then the following implications hold: A is 
H-compact 5 A is C-compact * A is compact. 
Proof The first implication comes from Remark 11.1.1 of [31]. The 
proof of the second implication parallels that of (3) * (1) in Theorem 3.2.1 
and so is omitted. 1 
3.3. Connectedness Axioms 
LEMMA 3.3.1. (X, L, z) is O-disconnected* S,(X, L, T) = (X, S,,(z)) is 
disconnected. The converse holds if 0 E Lb. 
Proof: Recall S,(r) = (( { [ u > 0 J; u E r} )). If X is O-disconnected, there 
are U, v~r- (0, I}, 14 v v>O on X, u A u=O on X. It follows [u>O] and 
[v > 0] are the required disconnection of X from S,(r). If OE Lb, then 
S,(r)= { [u>O]: UE r}. If U, VE So(r) disconnect X, then we may write 
U= [u > 0] and V= [v > 0] for some U, v E r. It follows that u and v are 
the required O-disconnection of X from r. 1 
LEMMA 3.3.2. &(COR,) 3 F, and “c” holds if0 E Lb. 
Proof: The first assertion follows from the fact that for each a E R, 
(a, +a)= C-Ku>01 
(-co,a)= [BA,>O]. 
For the second assertion, 0 E Lb guarantees that 
s,(c0R,) = (({[9A > O-J, c%, > 01: 2 E W)} >. 
Now note that for each A E R(L), 
C% > 01 = (a@,O), + ~0 1 
[9& > O] = (-co, b(i, 0)) 
and the proof is complete. 1 
LEMMA 3.3.3. The following holdfor any (X, L, z): 
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(1) (X, L, T) is a-connected implies there is not a non-empty proper 
subset A of X such that A and X- A are cc’-closed. The converse holds tf 
O~L’andcc~L’. 
(2) Let A c B c X. Then A is u-connected and A c Cl,.(A) c B implies 
B is m-connected. 
Similar statements in the cl*-case: for the first assertion of (1) assume 
a < 1, for (2) and the second assertion of (1) assume 0 E Lh and a EL”. 
Proof Subset of Proposition 3.1 of [29]. i 
THEOREM 3.3.4. Let Xc [w and consider the ,following statements for X 
equipped with COrW,( X): 
(1) X is a-connected for each LY E L. 
(2) X is a-connected for some a E L - (0). 
(3) There does not exist a nonempty, proper subset A of X such that 
for each t E A and for each s E X - A, there exist A,, A z, B, , B, such that 
A=A,uA,,X-A=B,uB,,VA,<s</\A,,andVB,<t</\B,. 
(4) X is a*-connected for each a E L - ( 11. 
(5) X is a*-connectedfor each CIE L- (0, 1). 
Then the following statements hold for JLI 2 3: 
I. (l)*(4)*(5)*(2). 
11. (2)*(3) zf-OZEL- (0). 
III. (3)*(l) ZfOELh. 
Proof: Statement I follows from Remark 3.1( 1) of [29]. For II, deny 
(3) and let SEX-A. Then there are A,, AZ, and a, be(W such that 
A=A,uA, and 
/,fA,<a<s<b<AA,. 
Put u=L,” A R1,. Then u(s) = 1 > a’ and u 1 (A, u AZ) = 0. It follows 
s +! Cl,.(A), i.e., A is cc’-closed. Similarly X- A is cr’-closed. Thus (2) is 
denied. 
To show III, deny (1). Then there is a E L” - (0) and a nonempty proper 
subset A such that A, X - A are a’-closed (Remark 3.1(l) of [29] and 
Lemma 3.3.3( 1)). Fix t E A and let s E X- A. Since X- A is c&closed, there 
is UE: CO[w, such that u(t) > u’ and u I X-A =O; in particular, u(s) =O. 
Now do’ E L’ implies there are I, ~1 E [w(L) such that a’ < (9, A .9$,)(t) 4 u(t). 
4n9/131/1-4 
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Now L&(t) > a’, &Jz) > a’, and [L;(s) = 0 or R,(s) = 01; thus a(& x’) < t < 
b(p, a’) and [s < (A, 0) or s > h(p, O)]. Put 
B,={sEX--A:sdu(3”,O)j 
B,= {.xX-A:b(,u,O),<sj. 
It follows that X-A = B, u B,. Since a(& 0) da(A, a’) and h(p, x’) 6 
b(p, 0), it follows that 
VB,-W+B,. 
Similarly for fixed s E X - A, there are A, and A 2 such that A = A, v A, 
and VA,<s<Il\A,. 1 
THEOREM 3.3.5. Let 0 E Lb and Xc Iw. Then X (with COrW,(X)) satisfies 
any of statements (l)-(5) of Theorem 3.3.4 ifs X is connected in ([w, T). 
Proof: Conjoin Lemma 3.3.1, Lemma 3.3.2, and Theorem 3.3.4. 1 
3.4. Separation Axioms 
DEFINITION 3.4.1. Let (X, L, z) E JUJ and be $A4 in the sense of [4, 11). 
Then (A’, L, z) is 
(1) Erceg-Hutton metrizable (or 6X-T,) if it is T,, in the sense of 
c4, 111; 
(2) a-Rodabaugh [a*-Rodabaugh] metrizable (or a-%T6[a*-9?-T6]) 
for aE L- (1) [L- (O)] it it is a-T,, [a*-T,] in the sense of Sub- 
section 1.1, and &Z-T, if it is 1 *-g-T6 (the strongest meaningful degree of 
W-metrizability ). 
(3) Sarker-metrizable (or Y-T6) if it is T, in the sense of [38]. 
(4) a-Lowen [a*-Lowen] metrizable (or a-Z-T, [a*-Y-T,]) for 
aE L- {I} [L- {0)] if it is a-T, [a*-T,] in the sense of [23], and g-T6 
if it is 1 *-Y-T6 (the strongest degree of Y-metrizability). 
DEFINITION 3.4.2. Let A E [E(L), r E R, and A, E R{O, 1). Then 
A@~,EIE(L) is defined by (n@&)(t)=A(t-r). 
Remark 3.4.3. If 1 E lE(L) and L is a chain, then II @ 1, as defined above 
coincides with 1 @A, as defined using the fuzzy addition of [30] as 
extended to (E(L) in the introduction to this section. 
DEFINITION 3.4.4. Let a EL” and E > 0 in R. Define Bit, Cd, E (LR)(LR’ 
by 
Bda) = SAMBA,, where A=A {p~E(L):ad9;} 
C,(a) = =%I~+,,~ where A= V {p E iE( L): a 6 W;}. 
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Furthermore, put 
W= {BQ E>O~, v= {C,,,: &>O). 
LEMMA 3.4.5. For each a E L’, each B,ja), C,(a) is a monotone increas- 
ing function of E. 
ProoJ Let ~=/j{p~iE(L):a<~~} and O<E~<E~. For ~E!R, 
t-E,>~-Q, so A((t-E,) +)<A((t-Ed) +). It follows that 
The CA, case is symmetric. 1 
LEMMA 3.46. For each E > 0 and each I E L, the following hold: 
(1 ) B,e(L’,) = g,ter, 
(2) B,jRJ = .@&a~, 
t3) C2.c(R',) = =%.Oi(m,~ 
(4) G.$L) = %,A-~:,. 
ProoJ We prove (2); the proof of (4) is similar, and the proofs of (1) 
and (3) are both similar and simpler. Now B,6(S?,) = Opel, where 
p = /j {p E E(L): Rj. < LL}. Let ~1 be given. Then for each t E R, 
A( t + ) f p( t - ). Then 1 is such a p, so p < A. It also follows that A <p: if 
not, there is to such that A(to - ) > p(tO- ), so that 
A P(s)= /j As-12 A 4s+) 
s < IO s < 10 s < 10 
= /j A(s)> A Ash 
s < IO s < f0 
a contradiction. Thus A = p (as classes). 1 
LEMMA 3.4.1. For each E, 6 > 0 (in [w), the following hold: 
(1) B~eoB*~=B~,+~ 
(2) C&O CA, = c&+a. 
Proof. From Lemma 3.4.6(2), we write 
Bj..+a(a) = %w,+~= %,A,w.~ 
= B,@A ra ia I= BA6(Bn,(a)L 
where aE L’ and L = A {p E E(L): a < 9; >; (2) follows similarly from 
Lemma 3.4.6(4). 1 
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LEMMA 3.4.8. The collections H, % sutisjjl conditions (1 )-(3), (5), and 
(6) of‘D@ition 3.1 of’[33] (adaptedfrom [9]). 
Proof We give details for the 8 case; the % case is symmetric. Con- 
dition (1) is trivially satisfied. For (2) let E > 0 and A =A {ALE [E(L): 
a 6 9;,}. Then for each t E R, 
Aw=(/ji’) (t-)=A(t-)<E.((t-b-1 +) 
w  u 
so that 
Thus a < B,J a). 
For (3), let F>O, let 27=/j {,UE E(L): a,-<TL}, and 1=/j {ALE E(L): 
V, uY 6 =.YpI}. It follows that V,a, d V, d;pJ;, = 9P;Vij.,I, so that ,I< V, A)‘; on 
the other hand, each a.) < Y;, so that V,A,Y < 1. Thus we observe 
(0,) 2 = v A’. 
For each t E R we also observe 
Thus 
where the first [second] equality follows from (0,) [(O,)]. 
From Lemma 3.4.5, we have that B,, < BI,C AB,,, where 5 = E A 6; this 
establishes (5). Finally, (6) follows from Lemma 3.4.7 (choosing 6 = E). 1 
COROLLARY 3.4.9. Each of 58, %? is a basis for a quasi-uniformity on IR in 
the sense of [9]. 
LEMMA 3.4.10. The following statements hold: 
(1) z(&?) (the fuzzy topology generated by (~8)) = {Se,: p E F!(L)); 
(2) T(V?) (thefuzzy topology generated by (%))= {Yp:p~[E(L)). 
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Proof. We show only (1). The “c” inclusion is immediate from 
Definition 3.4.4, Corollary 3.4.9, and the definition of r(a). For the 
reverse inclusion, let p E E(L) and note 
dr+)= v P((f+E) - . &>O 
From this, Lemma 3.4.6( 1 ), and Lemma 3.4.8, it follows that 
Remark 3.4.11. (1) Because of Lemma 3.4.10, we have 
{~l:JEwL)l q r<ga>, {~j.: nE[W(L)} s Z(U). 
(2) Each of {&?A:A~IW(L)}, (9fA:A~lE(L)} [{~~.:~EIW(L)}, 
{ 9,: 13 E E(L)}] should be viewed as a left-handed [right-handed] topology 
for R. One reason is furnished by the proof of Theorem 3.1.6: 
G,({(-a, r): rE(W)) c {&?l: I E R(L)), G,({(r, +a): r E rW>) c {Yi: 
J. E R(L)}. Another reason is furnished by Lemma 3.4.10 and the 
following comments. When the members of SY [%?I are restricted to R 
viewed as RIO, 1) or R,{O, 11 [R’{O, l> or R,{O, l}], they generate the 
usual left-handed [right-handed] topology on R. We discuss only the 
case when g is restricted to R(0, 1 }. Let r E R and put d = 
A {ALE E(L): I, d LL}. It is not difficult to show A = 2,. Hence 
LEMMA 3.4.12. For ,euch E > 0, B,; 1 = Cit. 
Proof. Let UE L” and put p = V {PE E(L): u ~9;). Then for each p, 
P’<P’, so p’((t+~) -)<$((t+a) -) for each t. It follows ZP,,,_e,d 
A {ZPs+,,: a <a;>. The reverse inequality also holds: for each p and for 
each t, a(t)<p’(t+), u’(t)ap(t+), u’(t)app(t+), asp’, so p is 
such a p. Now let b E LR such that B,(b’) <a’, and let A = A (p E [E(L): 
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h’ < 9; 1. Then 9;. > h’, so h < L,. It follows, using Lemma 3.4.6( I), 
that B,(L>.) = BAo;., = B,(b’) d a’. Hence /j (6: Bj.,(b’) < u’} 3 
A 1-K: BA,(%) <a’]; the reverse inequality is trivial. From the above 
observations and Lemma 3.4.6( 1 ), we have 
B,‘(a)=/\ {b: B,(b’)<a’) 
DEFINITION 3.4.13. For each E > 0, put 
DAM = B,c A Ci.c 
and 
LEMMA 3.4.14. The following statements hold: 
(1) @‘,, is well defined. 
(2) G&,, satisfies the condition: DA,0 DA6 $ DE+&. 
(3) z&-,, satisfies (l)-(3) and (5~(7) of Definition 3.1 of [33]. 
(4) SC,, is a basis of symmetric elements for a uniformity on [w and 
z(9c,,) =COR,. 
ProoJ The details, using all the previous lemmas and Theorem 3.1.2, 
are now perfectly analogous to those for 9 in Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3 of 
c331. I 
LEMMA 3.4.15. For each L, 
(1) (R, COR,) is II/M in the sense of [4, 113, 
(2) (A, COR,(,4)) is tiM in the sense of [4, 111 for each A c a;P. 
Proof: From Lemma 4.4.14 comes (1). Note (2) does not follow from 
(1) (see Remark 3.1 of [33]), but from lemmas analogous to those above 
(cf. C331). 1 
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Remark 3.4.16. We have not touched on the question of whether 
(A, L, COR,(.4)) is $M, where A is a fuzzy subset, i.e., A EL”. See [33] 
for the treatment of spaces (A, L, z(A)) where A E L’(L). 
LEMMA 3.4.17. Let Xc Iw and L be any lattice. Then (X, COrW,(X)) is 
( 1) T, in the sense of [ 381, 
(2) T, in the sense of [ 111, 
(3) a* - T, in the sense of [27,33] for each a EL, 
(4) a-tjR [a*-$R] inthesenseof[27,33]foreachaEL” [aEL’ 
is nonsup J, 
(5) a - T, in the sense of [23] for each a < 1. 
Proof. For (1 ), we show each fuzzy point is closed. Let t, E R and put 
Choose c < t, and put 
t= to 
t#t,. 
t-cc 
c<t<t, 
t>t,. 
Then it follows that 
(&)‘=-?I ” Xc-m,ro) ” X(to,+cG). 
From Theorem 3.1.6, it follows that (~;,)‘ECOR~(X). 
Now (1) implies (2) because of Theorem 5.1(l) of [33], (3) is immediate 
from Theorem 3.1.6, and (3) implies (5). 
We prove first the a-case for (4). We must show {A c R: A is a-closed in 
X}={[u $ a]:uECO[W,(X)}. If (L(=2, we are done, so let IL\>,3 and 
UE COR,(X). Then [u $ a] if a-closed iff for each f$ [u $ a], there is 
UE COR,(X) such that u(t) > a and u ( [u $ a] =O. Let to+! [u $ a], so 
u(t,) > a. Since a E L’, there are II, p such that a < (YA A $,)(to) < u(to) and 
hence a(& a) < to < b(p, a). Put c = ($)(a(A, a) + to) and d= ($)(to + b(p, a)). 
Put 
It follows that u( to) = 1 > a. Now let t E [u $ a]. Then (PA A Ye,)(t) 9- a; 
hence b(p, a) < t or t <a(& a). It follows that u(t) =O. The a-case is 
complete. 
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For the x*-case, let x > 0 and let b = V (1’ E L: ;’ < a ). Then B < a. From 
the x-case above applied to 11, 
(A c R: A is cI*-closed in Xi = { ,4 c R: A is fi-closed in A’) 
= {[u I& p]: uECOR,~(X): 
= { [u 3 a]: u E COR,(X)} 
which completes the proof for the case CI > 0. The case CY = 0 is trivial. 1 
THEOREM 3.4.18. For each L, ([w, COIW,) and its subspaces (based on 
crisp subsets) have every separation axiom defined in [4, 1 I, 23, 27, 33, 381 
(with appropriate restrictions for c( - II/R, t-z* - $R). In particular (Iw, COrW,) 
and its subspaces have every type of metrizability defined in Definition 3.4.1. 
Proof Lemmas 3.4.15, 3.4.17. 1 
DISCUSSION 3.4.19. Because of Theorem 3.4.18, the Erceg pseudometric 
on L” induced from G&,, is in fact a metric (in various senses). For each L, 
denote the corresponding metric by d(L). It is defined as follows [4]: 
d(L): L’xL”+ [0, +GO) 
d(L)(a,b)=/\ {~>0:b<D&)). 
How does d(L) behave when restricted to R x R, or more precisely, to 
R{O, 1) x R{O, 1}, !R’{O, 1) x R’(0, l), and R,{O, 1) x lR,,{O, l}? Very well 
indeed, as our next result shows. 
THEOREM 3.4.20. For each L and r, SE [w, the,foIlowing hold: 
(1) d(L)(pf.,p,f)=Ir-4. 
(2) If A, and A,V as representatives of the classes 1, and A., are assumed 
left-continuous, then 
d(L)(A,, A,) v d(L)(AS, A.,)= /r--s) =d(L)(Ai, d:) v d(L)(I:, A:). 
Therefore in various senses, d(L) is an extension of the Euclidean metric on 
R. 
Proof: Our first task is to calculate DJp:) for the (crisp) fuzzy point 
pf . Note {p;: a < 1 } satisfies the conditions for ?J(p:) assumed in Lemma 1 
of [9]. Next, it is not too difftcult to verify that 
V {pE~(L):p:<=@~}=a v  At 
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and hence it follows that 
(B, A WM) = 4a A i,)cDi, A qa, ” a,)@+,) 
= gll A AtcF A =% v I,-, 
= ca * X(-m,r+EJ * Ca ” X~t~6z,+mJ 
=a * X(r-G.r+J 
From Lemma 1 [9], we therefore have 
&JPf ) = (B& GJd) 
= v WI, A c&M): M d 11 
= X(l-E,l+B). 
We are now in a position to prove (1): 
=A {&>O:~~d~(,-~,~+~))=lr-~l. 
To prove (2), we first calculate Dl,(A,) where A, is left-continuous: 
hap,)=&.’ 
( 
v {d:z~fl 
1 
=v {D,Jp$zbf) 
=v Cx(z-F,Z+E):z~fl 
=X(-m,r+E). 
Letting r < S, it follows that 
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Arguments similar to the above establish 
D&(4) = Xtr 1.. + % , 
d(L)(l:, 2:) = 0 
d(L)(ii., 2:) = r-s, 
where we have assumed 1, left-continuous and r 6 s. This completes the 
proof of (2). 1 
Remark 3.4.21. (1) It can be verified that d(L) is not the only Erceg 
metric for (R, CO&!,): e.g., take the uniformity (Q&,) on (0, I), map in an 
appropriate way to a uniformity on R (which still generates COR,), and 
take the resulting Erceg metric. The other metrics include extensions of 
transformations of the Euclidean metric. 
(2) Proof of Theorem 3.4.20 shows that (gcO) applied to F on R 
yields members of G,(Y), not of G,(F). 
The following theorem holds for various classes of uniformities and 
metrics, but is stated specifically for {d(L)} L. 
THEOREM 3.4.22. The following are equivalent: 
(1) L I is isomorphic to Lz. 
(2) (Iw, L1, (9&(L,))) is uniformly isomorphic to (Iw, Lz, (gc,,(L,))) 
in U. 
(3) CR L,4Ll)) is isometric to ([w, Lz, d(L,)) in sense of 
Definition 6.1 of [35]. 
Proof: The format and details are kindred to those for Theorem A of 
[35] and are left to the reader; we remark only that if 4: L, + L, is an 
isomorphism, then (iR, 4, 4) and (&, 4) are the required isomorphism and 
isometry, respectively (where i, is the identity on R). 1 
Remark 3.4.23. The above results furnish additional evidence of the 
appropriateness of Erceg’s approach to metrization of fuzzy topological 
spaces. Other evidence is given in [4,11,33,35] and in Subsections 3.5, 3.6. 
3.5. Completeness Axioms 
In this subsections we show R, when equipped with the uniformity 
( gcO ) or the Erceg metric d(L) of Subsection 3.4, is complete in each sense 
of [35-J. 
THEOREM 3.5.1. For each L and each CL E L the following hold: 
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(1) (Iw, L, (99)) is strongly a-complete, where 99 is given in Subsec- 
tion 3.4. 
(2) CR L, (V)) is strongly a-complete, where %? is given in Subsec- 
tion 3.4. 
(3) (Iw, L, ( gC,,) ) is strongly a-complete in d(L), where gC,, is given in 
Subsection 3.4. 
Proof We prove only (3); (1) and (2) are similar and simpler. Let 9 
be a weakly a-Cauchy proper filter on R in sense of [35] w.r.t. &,. Then 
there is p; E L’, there is 6 > 0, D,,(p;) E F. Put s = r + 6, let fi E L, let s E R, 
and put 
K(t) = 
i 
P? t<r 
0, t>r 
3(t)= 
i 
1, t<r 
fl’, t>r 
j(t)= [? :z; 
L 
q(t)= ly 
{ 
:;; 
P’, . 
Let tE(W, EE(O,~]. Then 
K(t-6)< l(t-E), 2(t--6)6*l(t-&) 
and so 
w  X@la * =G,,,_,,~~ 1@2., * =%L(-,). 
It follows that 
CBA, * G,)(P!) f (B, * G.&)(P9 
Thus we have for each E E (0, S] that 
&,(PF) = v I(&, * G,)(b): b E %P:)I 
= V WA, * G,)(P!): PMa)I 
= v U&c * Cd(b): b E %(P:)} 
= D,~P,“). 
We conclude that 9 -+ p;. 1 
Remark 3.5.2. Note R equipped with (ac,) is generally better behaved 
(e.g., for a E (y E L: y <r’)) than [w(L) equipped with its canonical uni- 
formity; see Theorem C of [35]. 
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Remurk 3.5.3. Theorem 3.5.1(3) implies R is complete with the usual 
Euclidean metric. 
3.6. Arithmetic Operations 
Throughout this subsection, L is any complete chain. Note for fl, y E L, 
/3 = y iff for each c1 E L, fl> CI iff y > ~1. In the sequel, i, , I, often denote two 
general members of Iw(L) or lE(L), and not just the crisp numbers 1, 2 as in 
R{O, 1). 
LEMMA 3.6.1. Let 1~ Iw(L) and fO, S,,E R, and suppose t,+s, >a(& c() 
[ <b(A, a)]. Then there are i,, AZ E IX(L) such that 
(1) %=%,O& 
(2) t,>4&,a), so>4&,a) Cb<b(A,a), s6NLa)l. 
The assertion holds ij” “i%(L)” is replaced by “iE( L).” 
Proof: We prove only the “a( , )” case. Put 
%*(t) = 42t) 
%,(t) = n*(t + (#s, - to)) 
%,(t)=%*(t+(4)(to-So)). 
Note a(A,,a)=($)(to-so+a(;l,a)) and a(n,,a)=(t)(s,-t,+a(l,a)). 
The reader may now verify that i, and AZ are the required members of 
WI CV.)l. I 
THEOREM 3.6.2. For each morphism 4 I: L -+ L, (+, 4) is a morphism in 
U from [w x [w to Iw, where [Fg x [w is equipped with the d-product topology 
induced from CO&Y, and [w is equipped with COIW,; in other words, + is 
jointly fuzzy continuous w.r.t. 4 and COIW,. 
Remark 3.6.3. If + is continuous, i.e., continuous w.r.t. 4 E i,, then 
Theorem 3.6.2 follows immediately from Proposition 2.3 of [34]. For 
aesthetic, strategic, and pedagogic reasons, we give below three proofs of 
continuity of +: hypergraph functor proof, computation proof, and quasi- 
uniform continuity proof (in the sense of [35]). These proofs are quite dif- 
ferent from each other and correspond precisely to the three different 
proofs of the continuity of 0 (see 30, 22, and 351, respectively). The 
hypergraph proof builds directly on Lemma 3.6.1; the computation proof 
builds on Lemma 3.6.4 below, which in turn builds on lemma 3.6.1; and the 
quasi-uniform continuity proof uses Lemma 3.6.4, the uniformity (.&) 
constructed in Subsection 3.4 for (If& COR,), and the theory of quasi- 
uniform continuity constructed in [35]. A fourth proof is given in [36]. 
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First Proof of Theorem 3.6.2. We use the hypergraph functor S [19, 27, 
32, 373. We wish to show that for each AE R(L), S( +)-‘(S(pJ), 
S( + )-‘(S(W,)) E S(COR, x4 COR,). We consider only the 5Yi. case. 
Let ((to,s,),a)~S(iRxR) such that S(+)((t,,,),a)~S(9~). Then 
t, + s0 > a(& a). By Lemma 3.6.1, there are A,, 1, E R(L) such that 
I=A,@A,, t,>a(A,, c(), and .~,>a(&, a). Put 
where rcn,, x2: R x R + R are the projections. It follows u(t,, sO) > a. Now if 
u(t, s) > b, then it follows that TA,( t) > p and ~j,?,,(S) > p and so t + s > 
u(L,, p) + a(&, 8) = a(l, On,, 6) = a(n,/3). Hence L$(t + s) > /I; this 
completes the Y;, case. Thus S( + ) is continuous, and by the morphism- 
invertibility of S, + is (fuzzy) continuous. 1 
LEMMA 3.6.4. For each I E Iw(L)[lE(L)], 
+ -‘(%.)=V {71;‘(%*) A 7t;‘(yj.*):~~, /2,ER(L)[E(L)], ~,O~*=A} 
+ -‘(~R,)=V {71;‘(~j,,) A 71;’ Cgj,*): iI. AC2 E R(L)CE(L)I~ Al 0 L*=;l}~ 
where 7t,, x2 : R x R --) R are the projections. 
Proof. We show only the Yi case for R(L), and for this case it suffices 
to show that for each (t, s) E R x 58 and each a E L, 
iff 
+ -‘(Ti)(t, s) > a 
1 J/= j, C%,(t) * =W)l > a. 
I 
Let +-‘(=!Y’)(t,s)>a. Then t+s>a(k,a). By Lemma3.6.1, there are 
pl,pL2~R(L) such that p1@p2=A, t>a(pl,a), and s>&,a). So 
5$,(t) A J?~,(s) > a. Hence “only if’ follows. For “if,” let 
;,J= j. C=%.,(t) A %.i.z(s)l >a. 
Then there are p,, pz G R(L) such that 2$(t) A .JZ&(s) > a. It follows 
t > ahI, Co, s > 4~~, a), and so t + s > a(~,, a) + a(~~, a) = a(~~ @pLz, a) = 
a(& a). Hence + -‘(YJ(t,s)>a. 1 
Second Proof of Theorem 3.6.2. The continuity of + is now immediate 
using the computations of Lemma 3.6.4. 1 
LEMMA 3.6.5. Let 4, and & satisfy Definition 3.1(11(2)) of [35] for 
L, = L= L,; let R be equipped with the unlyormity <c&> from Subsec- 
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tion 3.4; und let R x R he equipped with the (4,) d,)-product quasi-uniformity 
g,., induced from ( gC,,) as defined in Definition 5.2 of [35]. Then 
(+,~I,~r)i.~amorphisminQUfiomRxRtoR. 
Prooj: The details are somewhat similar to those for Theorem B of 
[35]. Let tB ~’ be the auxiliary map of (+, 4,) &). It suffices to show that 
for each (real) E > 0, EE -‘(B,), Bi -I’ E&. We only outline the proof 
that Bi --‘(B,,) E &. Immediately •I ~ ‘(B,J satisfies Definition 3.1(3) of 
[33]. The only remaining detail is to show ffl -‘(B,) dominates some 
member of &, on L’ x ‘. Let a E LR x ‘, let n, , n,: R x IR -+ R denote the 
projections, and let 6 = s/2. For each (to, sO) E R’ x IR, let p$&‘,“p’ be the 
a(t,, s,)-valued fuzzy point, and let 
~Wl..Vl) = /j {P E E(L): @Mp~:&$‘)) < Y;“;}. 
Using the type of argument given for Theorem B of [35], it is not difficult 
to show that 
1 (fo,so) = Ql(a(to, so)) A &o+so) 
~~~~~~~~ = Ql(a(to, so)) A 4, 
o,WO) = QIWo, so)) A Aso. 
It follows 
;1 (two) = PUo,so) @ ~(Q,SO)~ 
Using Lemma 3.6.4, 
+ -‘(B,(@( +(a)))) 
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It follows that on L” x Iw. 
and so 
This completes the proof. 1 
Third Proof of Theorem 3.6.2. Set 4= i,=#,; then by Lemma 3.6.5, 
( + , i,, iL) is quasi-uniformly continuous. Using Propositions 3.2 and 
5.6(2) of [35], + is continuous w.r.t. 4 = i,. 1 
Remark 3.6.6. It follows immediately from Lemma 3.6.5 that 
( +, 4,) 4,) is uniformly continuous w.r.t. the (dl, #,)-product uniformity 
qc,, on R x R induced from ( gcO ). 
DISCUSSION 3.6.7. Let M be multiplication on Rx R and for 
i = 1, 2, 3,4, put 
Mi( t, s) = 
IS, (t, s) E quadrant i 
0, otherwise. 
Then M= Ci M,. Because of Theorem 3.6.2 and the properties of the 
Goguen-Wong product, M is continuous iff each Mi is continuous. A la 
the addition case, two different proofs of the continuity of each Mi can be 
given: the hypergraph proof and the computation proof. (A third proof is 
given in [36].) 
The broad outline of each proof is similar to its addition counterpart; in 
particular, a given type of proof for Mi makes use of Pi as defined in [34] 
exactly as that type of proof for + makes use of 0. To illustrate, we 
now work out some of the details of the hypergraph proof for Mr. We 
must show that for each A E [w(L), S(M1)-‘(S(2’A)), S(M1)-‘(S(s%fA))~ 
S(COR, x COR,). We consider only the 9i case. Let ((t,, so), a) E S( R X R) 
such that S(M,)((t,, so), a) E S(Y’). We consider only the case t,, s0 > 0; 
the other cases are similar or simpler. Now t,s, > a(A, a), and either 
a(A, a)=a(A+, a)>,0 or a(;l+, a) =O. Since t,s,>O, we have 
t,s, > a(A’, a) 3 0. Now put 
p(t)=l.+(t-((t)[tOsO-a(;l+, a)]). 
Then t,s,, > a(p, a) > 0 and p 2 ,I+ b 1. We note for future reference that 
9, a YA+ B pp. Now we claim there are i, , I2 E R + (L) such that 
(1) PI(I,, &)=p (where P, is defined in [34]), 
(2) a(l,, a) < t, and a(&, a) < sO, 
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To justify the claim, put 
i*(r)=j.(t”) 
E.,(t) = i*(t a, 
iZ(l) = n*(t a,. 
Now put 
This completes the =!Z$ case. So S(M,) is continuous and by the morphism- 
invertibility of S, M, is (fuzzy) continuous (w.r.t. q5 = i,); this completes the 
hypergraph proof for M,. When the proofs for the M,‘s are put together, 
we have 
THEOREM 3.6.8. For each morphism & ‘: L + L, (M, 4) is a morphism in 
T from Iw x Iw to [w, where [w x [w is equipped with the &product topology 
induced from COIW, and Iw is equipped with COIW,; in other words, M is 
jointly fuzzy continuous w.r.t. 4 and COIlI,. 
Remark 3.6.9. In the proofs of the continuity of + [M], extensive use 
is made of 0 [o]; in fact, in broad outline these proofs mirror the proofs 
of the continuity of 0 [o] in which extensive use is made of + [IA41 (see 
[22, 30, 34, 351). This is an additional reason for thinking of +, 0 
[M, Q] as dual operations. 
THEOREM 3.6.10. Let iw be endowed with (gc,,) of Subsection 3.4 and let 
4 be an automorphism of L: 
(1) ~f:Iw-+~byf(t)=t-r,then(f,~,~)isanisomorphisminU. 
(2) Zfc # 0 and g: Iw -+ Iw by g(t) = ct, then (g, 4, 4) is an isomorphism 
in U. 
ProoJ We only prove (1). For (l), let F-’ be the auxiliary map off 
and F the auxiliary map off-‘. It suffices to show F-‘(B), F-‘(W), F(B), 
and F(W) c (gC,). We demonstrate only the first inclusion. Let a EL’ x Iw 
and put 
2=/j {pElE(L):a<9~} 
p =A (p E WI: W(a)) 6 qJ. 
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It can be shown that for each t E R, 
dt- I= &A((t + r) + 1). 
Now fix t E R. Then 
F-‘(%)(m) = q ‘(~A,(@wa))))(t) 
= ~~‘(Bi,(~(f(a))))(f(t)) 
= d-Wpeei,(t - r)) 
=d-‘(p((t-r--E) +)) 
=d-‘(&A((t-r-&+r) +))) 
=;l((t-E) +) 
= a,,,(t) 
= B&(a)(t). 
It follows F-‘(BJ = BA8. I 
Remark 3.6.11. The proof of Theorem 3.6.10 shows that (f, 4) is 
actually an isometry w.r.t. the Erceg metric d(L) (Discussion 3.4.19) and 
the definition of isometry given in Section 6 of [35]. 
COROLLARY 3.6.12. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.5.10, each of 
(f, 4) and (g, 4) are homeomorphisms in T from U! to (w. 
Proof: For (f, #), we may use either Theorem 3.6.2 or Theorem 3.6.10; 
for (g, 4) we must use Theorem 3.6.8. m 
DISCUSSION 3.6.13. For each chain L and each morphism 4 - ’ : L + L, 
we may view (R, +, M, <, COR,) as a complete ordered fuzzy topo- 
logical field w.r.t. both G!/,“), G!,?“) in the following sense: (H, +, M, <, r) 
is a [complete] ordered fuzzy topological field w.r.t. a mapping 
G: TOP + %(L, q5) of objects und morphisms if (H, +, M, <, t) satisfies 
(1) (H, +, A4, d ) is a [complete] ordered field; 
(2) G((crisp) order topology) c r; 
(3) (+, d), (M, 4) are morphisms in U from Hx H to H, where 
H x H is equipped with the d-product topology induced from 5. 
Compare this definition with that of a “[complete] ordered fuzzy 
topological hyperfield w.r.t. G” given in [34] and the fact (proved in [34]) 
that K!(L) and R”(L) (for L a chain) are complete fuzzy topological hyper- 
fields w.r.t. the appropriate mappings. Note [w(L) is not a field and R is not 
a hypertield. 
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4. COMMENTS AND OPEN QUESTIONS 
Sections 2 and 3 prompt several comments and questions. 
Question 4.1. The philosophy of dynamic topologies is the obverse of 
the philosophy of dynamical systems. In the latter, the topological structure 
of the space is fixed (or static) while the points “move about,” whereas in 
the former, the points are fixed and the topological structure is changing 
(the changes are recorded by the phase topologies). Can these two 
philosophies be combined, i.e., can we create a theory of dynamical systems 
based upon dynamic fuzzy topologies so that both the topological structure 
changes and the points move about? Note a theory of dynamical systems 
based upon static fuzzy topologies is constructed by Kloeden in [ 171. 
Question 4.2. Broadly speaking, there are now three approaches to the 
connection between real numbers, topology, and fuzzy sets: 
(1) put a crisp topology on a fuzzy real line as in [6]; 
(2) put a fuzzy topology on the crisp real line as in Section 3 supra 
or [12-14, 173; 
(3) put a fuzzy topology on a fuzzy real line as in [S, 7, 8, 24, 251 
(this is the approach most studied; See Section 1 for references). 
The reIationship between (2) and (3) is now understood for (R, COR,) 
and R(L), but the general question is open. Another question concerning 
(2): from Section 3 and [36] we obtain that o(F) is metrizable, where F 
is the usual topology on R-what results for fuzzy topological vector 
spaces as constructed by Katsaras [12-141 can be obtained by using the 
metrizability of o(F)? 
Question 4.3. In Section 2 we constructed a “machine” 
fuzzy dual of T -+ dynamic dual 
--t co-fuzzy dual topology on T. 
In Section 3, we examined in detail {COTLjL for the case T= R and fuzzy 
dual = R(L). What if the fuzzy duals of I&? are chosen to be those of Lowen 
[24,25 J? Is the fuzzy real line of Hiihle [7] a fuzzy dual of R, and if so, 
what co-fuzzy dual topology is induced on R? 
Note added in pro@ The u-To and a*-To axioms, given in Subsection 1.1, have also been 
recently and independently given by A. S. Mashour, M. H. Ghanim, and M. A. Fath-Alla 
(a-Separation Axioms and a-Compactness in fuzzy topological spaces, Rocky Mounr. J. Math., 
to appear). The fact that U(L, () is not a category, but can be modified to be the category 
T,(L, 4) which embeds in T, has been recently given by this author (Errata, Fuzzy Sets and 
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Systems 20 (1986), 107-108); and w.r.t. CO!%, and the categorical product of U&L, d), (+, 4) 
and (M, $) are jointly fuzzy continuous-this follows from Subsection 3.6 above (with 4 = iL) 
and the G, functor of the paper just cited. 
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